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Matters like differentiation of societies day by day, meeting new cultures and coexistence obligation have caused changes in either human rights, social problems 
or education and setting new strategies and methods for them. In this context, societies give shape to their social and educational lives in line with their own 
backgrounds and their adopted world-views. Because of the rapid technological developments, financial functions of education have come into prominence 
and raising competitive individuals on a global scale has gainde its place among the new targets of education. One of the fields in which globalization’s impact 
is felt intensively is undoubtedly education. Regarding also global parameters is an obligation while making local, regional and national moves on education. In 
this context, septuagenarian (approximately) tradition of Imam Hatip Schools, with its over – centennial accumulation, has emerged in the form of international 
imam hatip high schools as a reply of our country to globalization in education. These high schools have been established in order to unionize culturally with the 
people from every country in which Muslim population lives and either to see the accumulation in different geographies or to transfer ours. 

These expressions in our Ministry’s “2023 Educational Vision” about Imam Hatips are very meaningful for International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools 
that have started to education-teaching in 2006: “… Against the ever-increasing tendencies of associating Islam with violence in the world and increasing 
existance of marginal groups, the importance of Imam Hatip High Schools have come to the forefront as a conciliator model in Turkish Educational System. 
Imam Hatip Schools are among the structures-as well- that can provide solutions on behalf of our country for value crisis and uncertanities while serious 
social changes have been experienced nowadays… Imam Hatip Schools’ potential of serving as a national model for another countries will increase.”

International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Project aims at; contributing to raise religious service staff and religious education staff in Muslim countries 
and in the other countries –where Muslims live, - developing educational and cultural cooperation by supporting the willing students to have religious education 
before higher education. 
 



Historical Development of International 
Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools

On the date of 16th. of November, 1993 and via the 
authority confirmation approved by Nevzat AYAZ, 
The Minister of National Education; in Bozyazı district 
of Mersin (“İçel” during those dates); establishment of 
the Anatolian Imam Hatip High School- in which Turkish 
children coming from Holland and other European countries 
can receive education in English- has been decided in order to 
provide education for the children of Turkish citizens who work in 
Western Europe Countries- especially in Holland –and to protect their 
national/moral identities.
The fact that Holland government put an end to the admittance of religious 
officials from Turkey as from 1997 and announced that this service would be 
maintained through T.R. citizens (living in Holland) who were interested in the subject 
have been efficient in taking this decision. 
In 1999, for a series of purposes such as: security of benefits of our country in Balkan States and 
Crimea and protection of our cognates from harmful religious trends in those countries; fulfilment of the 
needs for religious officers on-site; establishing a concrete, lasting dialogue and friendship bridge between our country 
and those countries - student admittance from the mentioned countries to International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools; training 
them as religious officials and enabling them to be assigned in their countries have been founded appropriate.
In this context; admittance of students as imam hatip high school prep. class students – who are graduated from educational institutions that are equal to 
8th.grade of a primary schools in our country - among the children of our cognates living in Crimea and Balkan States as well as Turkish Citizen students 
living in Holland, to İçel (Mersin) Bozyazı Anatolian Imam Hatip High School have been decided through the on-site exam (the expenses would be covered 
by Turkish Religious Foundation [TDV] ), and the process has been determined through the committed protocol. That the students would be brought from 
Balkan States, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, Crimea, Turkic Republics, Turks and Related Communities has been stated in article (d) under the topic 
of “Mutual Provisions”.
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The school situated in Mersin-Bozyazı has been moved to 
the school in Balıkesir Burhaniye- built by a benefactor 
citizen. But the existing students have been transferred 
to the body of İstanbul Kartal Anatolian Imam Hatip High 
School because of student exiguity.
A new protocol has been signed between our Ministry 
and Turkish Religious Foundation (TDV) in 2004. Within 
the framework of the aforementioned protocol, bringing 
students from the countries which need religious education 
experience of our country, notably Turkic Republics and 
Muslim countries and providing education for them in 
International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools have been 
decided.

In this context, International Şehit Ömer Halisdemir 
(Mustafa Germirli) AIHHS in Kayseri in 2006; International 
Fatih Sultan Mehmet AIHHS in İstanbul in 2011; International 
Mevlana AIHHS in Konya in 2012; Pendik International AIHHS 

for Girls in İstanbul-Pendik in 2015 have been established. 
In 2016, International Murat Hüdavendigar AIHHS in Bursa, 
Osmangazi; International Kaptan Ahmet Erdoğan AIHHS in 
İstanbul, Bayrampaşa; International M.Murat Ertekin AIHHS in 
Sivas; International Cevat Ülger AIHHS in Eskişehir, Tebebaşı 
have been established and eventually, the number of AIHHSs 
has been risen to 8. 

In 2017; International IMKB AIHHS in İzmir, Seferihisar; 
International Şehit Münür Alkan AIHHS in Süleymanpaşa, 
Tekirdağ; International Şehit Mehmet Karaaslan AIHHS in 
İstanbul, Bahçelievler; International Prof.Dr. Muhammed 
Hamidullah AIHHS in Ankara, Yenimahalle; and International Milli 
İrade AIHHS for Girls in Ankara, Gölbaşı have been established. 
Thus, the number of the schools has been risen to 13.

The other twelve (12) schools are in project school status except 
International IMKB AIHHS in İzmir Seferihisar. In International 
Imam Hatip High Schools, students from over 70 countries have 
been receiving education. 

Bursa Osmangazi International Murat Hüdavendigar Imam Hatip High School
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 Development Stages of International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools
 It is possible to seperate the development stages of International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Project into three periods:

1. Establishment Stage:
The first one of these stages is the establishment stage covering between the years of 1993 and 2004. At this stage, 
structural and institutional formations have been actualized such as the countries and number of the students and the 
locations of the schools. 

2. Growth Stage:
Grow Stage covers the years between 2004-2014. At this stage, substructure problems have been solved considerably and 
through a quality education, most of the students have been enabled to get higher education in the field of divinity.  

3. Quality Stage:
The third one is the quality stage, which covers the current period. At this stage, a number of studies have been made in 
order to institutionalize the completed growth stage. Issuing The International Vision Document comes first in these studies 
undoubtedly.
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Vision Document

The developing and changing conditions of the global world designate the needs of 
individuals and the societies as well. In this context, the physical facilities of the schools, 
curricula and the learning-teaching processes must be updated and administrators and 
teachers must improve themselves avocationally.
In order to provide inter-school application synergy and determine a route map, “Vision 
Document for Internationl Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools” has been prepared by 
our Directorate General. Through this vision document, which has been prepared open 
for contributions of provincial and district national education directorates, schools and 
educators – qualified and sustainable education has been aimed. For preparation of the 
Vision Document; the accumulations, symposiums, conferences, seminars and workshop 
reports of our Directorate General have been utilized. In this context, below are The General 
Purposes, Basic Principles and Fields of The Vision Document.
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General Purposes

Through the applications stated in The Vision Document – by improving the Turkish 
citizen and foreign national students (in AIHHSs that apply “International Anatolian 
Imam Hatip High School Project”) vocationally, academically, socially, culturally, 
sportively and morally – preparing them for higher education is aimed. The 
establishment aim of these schools and the purpose of the education given are:

 • To contribute to the raising of the human resource that can provide service 
in different fields notably in religious education in Muslim countries and other 
countries in which the Muslims live; besides, to raise individuals who can 
improve diplomatic relations with Turkey.

 • To support the raising of the qualified individuals in the needed fields for the 
Muslim societies and to develop educational and cultural cooperation between 
Muslim societies within the bounds of the educational facilities of our country.

 • To give the students –from abroad- opportunity to get closely acquainted 
with Turkish-Islamic culture and civilization, to make socio-cultural coherence 
between the societies of different cultures, races and languages, and to 
contribute to the development of the sense of brotherhood.

 • To set ground of educational environments for Turkish students in which they 
can recognize different races, languages and cultures; to strengthen the 
international relations and brotherhood bonds with Muslim societies.

 • To contribute to the raising of the students as individuals who recognize their 
own country and civilization geography, who can make social contacts with our 
geography of souls, who can develop social intimacy of their country with this 
geography, who understand the world in which they live and who have broad 
visions.
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 • To develop mental and social abilities of the students; 
to increase their academic achievement; to make them 
improve socio-culturally according to their interests 
and abilities.

 • To raise them as individuals who can produce added-
value for humanity and society; who read, think, argue; 
who can think strategically; who have improved social 
relations; who can produce solutions for the problems 
arisen between / among individuals, groups or 
communities; who can acquire the knowledge without 
straying from historical and geographical contexts; 
who trust in himself/herself and his/her values; who 
have leadership skills and universal values.

 • To raise the students coming from different geographies 
and countries as individuals who are equipped in the 
direction of their interests and abilities; who are highly 
self-confident; and who are conscious of our civilization 
values and to prepare them for the higher education.
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Basic Principles

 • The students coming to our country prefer this project in 
order to receive quality education in Imam Hatip High School 
environment. So, well-qualified presentation of both vocational 
and cultural courses is essential.

 • To make International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools more 
well-known all around the world and to introduce their purposes 
and targets correctly are our priorities within the axis of educational 
quality of our schools.

 • Knowledge, accumulation and experience sharing must be enabled 
among the teachers and group leaders who work at these schools. Also, 
studies are conducted to provide application synergy among teachers.

 • Besides the academic success of the students; raising them as individuals-
who recognize Islamic culture and civilization and their leading personalities, 
who internalize the general morals and values of Islamic world, who have respect for 
human rights and freedoms, the others’ opinions, thoughts and faiths, who have sense of 
compassion, mercy, assistance and responsibility to human being and all the created things, 
who are aware of the problems with which Islamic world face and have opinions on the solutions of 
them – is taken as a basis.
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 • The schools that apply international anatolian imam hatip high school project 
cooperate with at least one university. In this cooperation, faculties of theology, 
education, health, social sciences, international relations and the other related 
ones are prioritized. 

 • At these schools, by considering the 17th. article of MONE Regulation for 
Educational Institutions That Apply Special Programme and Project, a “Consultative 
Committee” is established. A study meeting can be held under the coordination of 
Directorate General- throughout the country- once (1) a year with the presidents 
of Consultative Committee and representative faculty members.

 • In order to utilize the financial and local opportunities in the studies conducted 
at schools and to accomplish the targeted objectives, cooperations are also 
done with local administrations, various universities, related state institutions and 
organizations and non-governmental organizations. The budget items revealed 
within the scope of the applied project and programme are procured with the related solution partners.

 • “Project Execution Commission”, consisting of maximum 5 people, including one (1) coordinator teacher for each category (for foreign and 
Turkish students) and also the other teachers- who are approved by the school principal- is established by academic consultative committee 
under the presidency of the school principal in order to coordinate that project/programme.

 • Project Execution Commission rooms are established apart from group teachers’ rooms within the bounds of possibilities at schools. In that 
spaces; consultant academicians, coordinators and –if necessary- the students do studies.

 • At schools, learning environments are formed in which students play active roles. In order to perform the studies efficiently; standard 
educational environments such as halls, libraries, oriental rooms, reading halls, laboratories, group study rooms, workshops, etc. are prepared.
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“VISION DOCUMENT” which is prepared by our Directorate General as a route map is taken as a basis in order to develop the physical facilities, curricula 
and learning processes of the schools; to ensure application synergy among schools; to increase standard and quality of education and teaching 
at the national level; to provide continuity in education by upgrading and moving it forward within the context of global needs and expectations. The 
stated actions have been applied in each of our schools.

Field of 
Educational 

Environments 
and Physical 

Facilities

Field of 
Teachers 

and Training 
Directors

Field of 
Academic 

Development

Field of 
Vocational 

Development 
for Students

Field of Model 
and Original 
Applications 

/Projects 
Performed by 

Schools

Field of 
Monitoring 

and Evaluation

Field of Values 
Education, 

Science, Arts, 
Sports, Social 
and Cultural 
Activities
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Student Admission

 • Applications of the foreign national students’ admissions for the International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools are accepted via 
internet through the announcement made in virtual environment and the students are subjected to the oral and written exams in the 
fields of academical success (80%) and religious knowledge (20%) by the exam boards sent from our country. The succeesful students 
are admitted to the schools after the exam. Colloborations are made with our missions abroad. 

 • Turkish national students are placed in accordance with central exam held within the scope of Transition to High Schools Exam (LGS), 
according to the quota and point average.

 • In 2018-2019 school year, 3.514 students from 80 countries have applied, 461 students have achieved. Every year, some of the successful 
students (who achieved in written and oral exams) have delay in coming to our country or their arrivals are cancelled because of 
different reasons. Accordingly, the arrival procedures of these students are completed at the end of the October.
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Educational Environments and Learning Processes

International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools are within the scope 
of Our Ministry’s “Project Schools”. The administrators and the teachers 
of these schools are chosen peculiarly and they are assigned by the 
Minister. In order to enable the development of the students vocationally 
and academically, various programmes have been applied in addition to 
the school programme and various organizations are held to introduce them 
Turkish culture well. 
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Guidance Services

Guidance services are needed to improve human- as a bio/psycho/
social creature-best in all aspects (involving psychologically) and to 
make him/her a healthy individual; therefore, they have been essential 
part of today’s modern sense of education. In this context, guidance 
services are considered as an important field in all of our schools 
and have special importance for the students who receive education at 
International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools. In this context, preparation 
studies on Action Plan for Guidance and Consultancy and Career Planning. 
Within this plan, orientation process is conducted to adopt students in the short 
term; and “My Family in Turkey” project is conducted to introduce Turkish culture well 
especially to the International students and to make them develop their language skills 
in the long term.
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Turkish Language Teaching

In the first term of the 9th. grade, intensive Turkish educational programme is 
applied; following the completion of the mentioned programme, the education-
training continues in Turkish. As from 9th. grade, the year-end success average 
of the students must be at least 70 out of 100 (a hundred); who can’t attain this 
success, his/her scholarship (given by TDV) is cancelled.
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Country Expertness Project

Turkish citizen students attend seminars and perform 
readings on social sciences and international 
relations. Besides, each student makes researches 
and performs readings on at least three countries. 
He/She becomes specialized in one country through 
making researches and studies deeply. Brotherhood 
is established between him/her and one (1) foreign 
national student (friend) coming from the country in 
which he/she studies on and specialized in. He/She 
becomes closely acquainted with the country that 
falls with his/her area of expertise with that friend’s 
help and support-even he/she learns some basic 
sentence patterns at a level of introduction in that 
local language.
Each Turkish citizen student recognizes the historical 
adventure, demographic structure, regime, physical 
and political geography, underground and above-
ground treasures, socio-cultural structure, important 
cities, educational system, security and military 
structuring, etc. of the country generally he/she 
works on during a year. He/She has knowledge about 
the prominent leaders of that country. In time, he/she 
aims at becoming specialized to the highest degree 
about the country he/she studies on.
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International Seminars 

In order to support multiple development of the students, a series of activities are 
conducted besides the courses. One of those is international seminar study that aims at 
enabling students to perform readings on history, geography, sociology and international 
relations and to meet leaders of these fields.
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Continent Halls

Within the context of physical arrangements at schools-different from other schools- there must be special spaces such as continent halls in every 
international school. In these halls; there are visuals, tools and country musics that belong to the countries of that continent.

THE NUMBER OF THE STUDENTS AT 
INTERNATIONAL IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS

TOTAL
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International Libraries

There are students who speak seventy-four different 
languages in total except for the local languages in 
International Imam Hatip High Schools. In the matter of 
this linguistic diversity, establishing international libraries in 
each school is targeted. In this context; scientific, religious and 
intellectual books in fifty-four languages have been brought in 
every school.
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Language and Science Camps

One of the original studies performed at International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools is language and science camps. 
At these camps, students are supported in learning and socializing entertainingly.
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Branding Studies

Branding for every school in certain fields and leading other schools in the relevant fields have 
been targeted. In this context; social, scientific and academically mobile organizations have been 
held at schools which would become tradition.
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International Sister-School Project 

In order to form a common vision among Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools in our country and sister schools from abroad, each school must establish at 
least one sister school relationship provision/country/world wide - through cooperation, experience share, recognition of common cultural heritage and 
expert support.
The mentioned sister school processes have been conducted according to The Application Guide for International Sister School Project.
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TURKISH
TURKISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
HISTORY
T.R. REVOLUTION HISTORY 
GEOGRAPHY
MATHS
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION / VISUAL ARTS / MUSIC
HYGIENE AND TRAFFIC CULTURE
ARABIC

QURAN
VOCATIONAL ARABIC
BASIC RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE
PROPHETIC BIOGRAPHY (SIYER)
ISLAMIC LAW (FIQH)
EXEGETICS (TAFSIR)
HISTORY OF RELIGIONS
HADITH
AKAID (FAITH)
KALAM
RHETORIC AND VOCATIONAL PRACTICE
ISLAMIC CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

TOTAL
TOTAL PERIOD OF OPTIONAL COURSES
GUIDANCE AND ORIENTATION
TOTAL PERIOD OF COURSES

10th.
GRADE 

9th. GRADE 
1st.term 2nd.term 

11th.
GRADE 

12th.
GRADE COURSES

Weekly Course Schedule
International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Weekly Course Schedule

TOTAL
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Consultative Committee

 • By considering the 17th. article of Regulation on 
Educational Institutions That Apply MONE Special 
Programme and Project, “Consultative Commitee” 
is established. It consists of school principal, two 
members from among the graduates chosen by 
school’s alumni association/foundation (if available), at 
least two (2) faculty members or field experts (artists) 
who are related to the conducted project and the 
given education at school-regarding their fields, legal 
representative of the person or the organizations 
who lended their names to school –if any- the legal 
representative of the party with whom the protocol 
is made, head of parent-teacher association board, 
student representative of the school, an assistant 
principal and the project coordinator determined by 
the school principal.

 • In Consultative Committee; [within the context of the 
school’s environmental facilities and the cooperation 
among The Directorate General, Provincial/District 
Directorate of National Education or school headship 
and universities /faculties, official and private 
institutions and NGOs – according to the conducted 
programme/project- scientists (for their expertness), profession experts, experts, academicians, artists and sportsmen are included, too. 

 • School principal is the head of Consultative Committee. An appropriate working space can be determined for this committee at school and 
it can carry out its works there.

 • Willer schools can also establish “Scientific Board” in order to conduct broader studies, to enrich the students within academical field and-
concordantly- to make original projects – apart from The Consultative Committee. This board mainly consists of academicians and field 
experts, and chairperson is chosen among the board members. In working principles of this board, these implementing procedures and 
fundamentals are considered basically.

 • Consultative Committee contributes to the conduction of the vision documents determinated by Directorate General and program’s/project’s 
implementing fundamentals- conducted at school- without delay and by giving the required scientific support.

 • The board gathers at the start midst and end of the school year under the presidency of chairperson three times a year. If required, 
extraordinary meetings and negotiations can be held apart from the ordinary meetings to discuss certain matters. 

 • With coordination of Directorate General, countrywide working meetings can be held with chairpersons of Consultative Committee and 
representative faculty members once (1) a year. 

 • In order to carry out the studies effectively (for the educational institution), the matter of establishment of commissions and study groups 
can be assessed to help the committee in its studies if it is necessary.
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Lodging and Scholarship

In International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools (Project Schools); 
educational, food and accomodation expenses of the students are 
covered by Our Ministry; other expenses (transportation, socio-cultural 
activities, health, clothing, etc.) are covered by Turkish Religious Foundation. 
In Programme Schools; educational, food and accomodation expenses 
of students are covered by Our Ministry; other expenses are covered by 
students’ families and local institutions/organizations with whom the schools are 
cooperated. Search for finding different sources for their scholarships, particularly 
in programme schools, has been continuing.
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Cooperation

 • In order to utilize financial and local opportunities and to achieve the targeted objectives in conducted studies at schools, cooperations 
are also formed with various universities, related state institutions and organizations, non-governmental organizations and local 
administrations, too. The budget items revealed within the scope of the applied project and programme are procured with the related 
solution partners. 

 • In this context, each of our schools has signed cooperation agreement with at least one university
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Settlement and Employment in Higher Education

 • 275 students have been graduated from International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools in 2018-2019 school year, 1531 foreign national 
students have been graduated from that schools since the beginning of the project. Approximately 25% of the graduates prefer 
theology faculties, 75% of them prefer other higher education institutions. Students who prefer theology faculties continue their 
education lives having scholarships through Turkish Religious Foundation (TDV) after high school graduation; other students apply for 
the “Turkey Scholarships” conducted by The Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related Communities.

 • Within the context of “International Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Project”, which is a special one, - the fact that the students who 
receive education at those schools continue their education at the universities in our country and then go back to their own countries 
– is the complementary factor of the project and it is highly important in this respect.
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To Ensure the Students’ Return to Their Own Countries and Employment

Bringing the students to our country, and after providing training for them; to ensure their return to their own countries; 
and finally to make them produce added-value there have been aimed. In respect to this, Guidance-Consultancy and Career 
Planning Action Plan preparations have been made.
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International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools 

 

School Information 

I.no. Province District Name of School Year of 
Starting 

Education 

Partner 
Institution 

1  Bursa Osmangazi 
International Murat 
Hüdavendigar AIHHS 

2016 

TRF 
(Turkish 

Religious 
Foundation) 

2  Eskişehir Tepebaşı International Cevat Ülger 
AIHHS 

2016 --- 

3  İstanbul Fatih 
International Fatih Sultan 
Mehmet AIHHS 

2011 TRF 

4  İstanbul Bayrampaşa 
International Kaptan Ahmet 
Erdoğan AIHHS 

2016 TRF 

5  İstanbul Pendik 
International Pendik AIHHS for 
Girls 

2015 TRF 

6  Kayseri Kocasinan 
International Şehit Ömer 
Halisdemir AIHHS 

2006 TRF 

7  Konya Selçuklu International Mevlana AIHHS   2012 TRF 

8  Sivas Merkez 
International Şehit M. Murat 
Ertekin AIHHS 

2016 TRF 

9  Ankara Yenimahalle 
International Prof. Dr. 
Muhammet Hamidullah AIHHS 

2017 TRF 

10  Ankara Gölbaşı International Milli İrade AIHHS 2017 --- 

11  Tekirdağ Süleymanpaşa International Şehit Münür  
Alkan AIHHS 2017 --- 

12  İzmir Seferihisar 
International Seferihisar IMKB 
AIHHS 

2017 --- 

13  İstanbul Bahçelievler 
International Şehit Mehmet 
Karaaslan AIHHS 

2017 TRF 



 

International Anatolian Imam Hatip High Schools 

Workshops, Symposiums and Meetings Held 

I.no. Performed Study Place and Date 
of Study 

Participants / Descriptions 

1  

IAIHHS 
Evaluation, 
Consultation and 
Planning Meeting 

07/31st./2017 
 Bursa 

- Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM) 
- Turkish Educational Foundation, 
- Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related Communities, 
- Turkish Religious Foundation, 
- Directorate of Religious Affairs, Directorate General for External 

Relations 

2  

IAIHHS 
Evaluation, 
Consultation and 
Planning Meeting 

13.02.2018 
Bursa 

- Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM) 
- Prof.Dr. İrfan AYCAN (Former General Director of Directorate General 

for Religious Teaching) 
- School Principals of 13 IAIHHS 

3  

IAIHHS With Its 
Mission That Offers 
Fraternity Model 
And Constructs The 
Future themed 
IAIHHSs Student 
Symposium on 
“From Seven 
Regions to Seven 
Countries” 

19-21. 
04.2018 
Bursa 

- Participants: Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM) and Turkish Religious 
Foundation, students who submit notices and their consultant 
teachers from schools, moderator academicians, international 
students from over seventy (70)countries. 

- Summary:8 schools from international anatolian imam hatip high 
schools have made applications for the symposium that consists of 11 
sessions, 162 rescript summaries have been sent. In cooperation with 
Uludağ University, under the presidency of Assistant.Prof.Mustafa 
ÖCAL, Chairperson of International Murad Hüdavendigar Anatolian 
Imam Hatip High School Academic Board, 162 rescript summaries 
have been examined, 37 of them have been found successful to be 
presented at the symposium 

- At the end of the symposium that has lasted for 2 days, the students 
have made their presentations under the presidency of teachers from 
various faculties- notably Uludağ University, Faculty of Theology. 

- Symposium sessions and moderators: Ist. session: Religious Education 
Overview. Moderator: Mustafa YILDIZ, IInd.session:Religious Education 
in Islamic countries (I), Moderator:Assistan Prof.Turgay GÜNDÜZ, 
IIIrd.session: Religious Education in Islamic countries (II), 
Moderator:Veysi KAYA,IVth.session:Religious Education in Turkey:Imam 
Hatip High Schools,Moderator:Prof.Dr. İsmail GÜLER, Vth.session:Islam 
and Fraternity, Moderator:Associate Professor İbrahim KESKİN, 
VIth.session:The Role of International Anatolian Imam Hatip High 
Schools in Formation of Cultural Cooperation Among Islamic 
Countries, Moderator:Associate Professor Basri ÖCALAN, 
VIIth.session:The World of Science and Youth, 
Moderator:Prof.Dr.Ahmet Saim KILAVUZ, VIIIth.session:Islamic Culture 
and Civilization,Moderator:Prof.Dr.Ahmet 
APAK,IXth.session:Constructions Affecting Islamic 
Community,Moderator:Assistan Prof.Murat YURTSEVER, Xth. 
Session:International AIHHS From The Tongue of Graduates, 
Moderator:Assistant Prof.Mustafa ÖCAL. 

- Evaluation Session:Prof.Dr.Halis AYHAN, Prof.Dr. Mehmet Akif 
KILAVUZ,Prof.Dr.Ahmet HÖKELEKLİ, Mustafa YILDIZ. 

4  

IAIHHS Vision 
Document, Quality 
Follow-up System 
and Planning 
Workshop 

13.09.2017 
Bursa 

- Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM) School principals from each school, 
assistant principals responsible for student hostel, group leader of Turkish 
course, school counselor, Execution Coordinator for Vision Document 

5  

Quality and Future 
Vision, Consultation 
and Evaluation 
Meeting 

04.01.2017 
Bursa 

- Representatives of DGfRT (DOGM) 
- School Principals of 8 IAIHHS 

 





http://dogm.meb.gov.tr
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